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We seek proposals for an audit of internal controls and a risk assessment for the International 
Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association (IBTTA).  The schedule for responding to this RFP and 
completing the audit of internal controls and risk assessment for the IBTTA appears in the schedule 
below. Please email the proposal to pjones@ibtta.org. 
 
IBTTA is a nonprofit international trade association representing the owners and operators of toll 
facilities and the businesses that serve tolling.  IBTTA employs 11 staff members and has $5 million 
in annual revenues.  The IBTTA Foundation is also organized as a nonprofit entity that serves as the 
research, educational, and charitable arm of IBTTA. The Foundation receives approximately 
$250,000 in revenue annually.  Both organizations are exempt from income taxes: the Association 
under Section 501(c)6 and the Foundation under Section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code.   
 
We are seeking a qualified firm with internal control audit and risk assessment expertise to: 

1. Audit our internal controls.  
2. Prepare an IBTTA risk assessment. 
3. Prepare a report for each of the above assignments. 
4. Be available to answer questions and address other issues throughout the year. 

 
Although IBTTA is not required to comply with the requirements set forth in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002, passed by the US Congress to protect investors from the possibility of fraudulent corporate 
accounting activities, and IBTTA’s management and Board of Directors have no suspicion of 
improprieties, we attempt to comply with the standards and transparency established therein. 
Consequently, we ask you to perform the internal control audit in accordance with the 
requirements set forth in Sarbanes-Oxley and within generally accepted audit standards including 
tests of technology, accounting records and other procedures considered necessary.  If an opinion is 
that controls should be improved, we would require a thorough discussion with recommendations 
from you in advance of the audit completion. 
 
Furthermore, the IBTTA requests an association risk assessment as a normal good business practice.  
Besides risks which might be uncovered in the internal control audit, we ask you to perform an 
association-wide analysis of business risk including disaster recovery, business continuity, asset 
management, security, and employee hiring/training/retention.  In addition, we request an analysis 
of external risks such as competition, technology innovation, regulatory changes and industry 
trends.  A thorough analysis of the probability and impact of such risks should be discussed with 
IBTTA staff, and options for mitigating the most significant risks recommended in your management 
letter. 
 
Please include in your proposal the following information in this order: 
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1. Highlight experience in audits of internal controls and risk assessments for similar 
organizations. Identify any transportation-related nonprofit experience.  

2. Describe your firm’s nonprofit industry experience/expertise.  Also include size of firm, 
location of offices, other areas in which the firm specializes, and relevant professional 
memberships and affiliations.  Indicate location of office where job will be staffed. 

3. Explain your approach to staffing assignments and ensuring continuity.  Provide 
information on the senior professionals who would staff our engagement, including 
related experience of the primary contact for our audit.  Include resumes for all senior 
professionals.  

4. Detail steps of the engagement, noting stages that would involve our personnel. 
5. Detail all areas in which you consider your firm qualified to consult.   
6. Provide a breakdown of fees, with a total for the internal audit, a total for the risk 

assessment and a grand total.  Also provide a schedule of hourly rates for auxiliary 
services if requested. 

7. List contact information for at least three references in organizations similar to our own 
for which you have provided internal audits and/or risk assessments.  Also provide a list 
of major nonprofit clients. 

8. Describe your commitment to quality assurance and provide a copy of your most recent 
peer evaluation. 

9. You may opt to bid on only one of the assignments, internal control audit or risk 
assessment, and IBTTA reserves the right to award one contract or two. 

 
Here are the relevant dates in our schedule for this project: 
 August 13, 2018: Proposals Due 

August 20: Association reviews proposals and schedules interviews 
 August 27-31:  Interviews of finalists 
 September 10:  Final decision made.  All firms notified of decision. 

November 12:  Audit completed with final report delivered. 
 
We will evaluate the proposal using the following point system: 

50 points: Internal control audit expertise and risk assessment experience 
   Percentage of time spent auditing internal controls 
   Recommendation of current clients 
 20 points: Knowledge of nonprofit regulations and issues  

Collective years of experience of service team on nonprofit engagements 
30 points: Fees 

 
We appreciate your time in preparing a proposal for the services described above.  If you need 
other information, please contact Patrick Jones at pjones@ibtta.org.  Thank you. 
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